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Abstract—We introduce a unified framework for the restoration of
distorted audio data, leveraging the Image Inpainting concept and
covering existing audio applications. In this framework, termed Audio
Inpainting, the distorted data is considered missing and its location is
assumed to be known. We further introduce baseline approaches based
on sparse representations.
For this new audio inpainting concept, we provide reproducibleresearch tools including: the handling of audio inpainting tasks as
inverse problems, embedded in a frame-based scheme similar to patchbased image processing; several experimental settings; speech and music
material; OMP-like algorithms, with two dictionaries, for general audio
inpainting or specifically-enhanced declipping.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Inpainting is a task proposed in the field of image processing: a
set of missing pixels is reconstructed from the other reliable pixels
of the image. Inpainting can be generalized as a problem of missing
data estimation and techniques for image inpainting can be adapted
to inpainting of other kinds of signals: one observes a partial set
of reliable data while the remaining unreliable data is considered
missing and is estimated from the reliable data. In particular, we
consider Audio Inpainting [1] as a general task that covers a family
of audio applications, including click removal, declipping, packet
loss concealment and several applications for the restoration of
time-frequency coefficients. We present works for audio inpainting
in the time-domain [1], [2] and provide contributions on how to
process audio signals in this context, which applicative scenarios and
benchmarks are worth addressing and how sparse representations can
solve those problems efficiently.
II. AUDIO I NPAINTING IN TIME DOMAIN
A. Global and local formulation of Audio Inpainting
Let us consider a vector s ∈ RL of audio data. We only observe a
′
subset of reliable samples yr = Mr s, where yr ∈ RL , L′ < L and
Mr is the so-called measurement matrix obtained from the L × L
identity matrix by selecting the rows associated with the observed
reliable coefficients in s. The audio inpainting problem is defined as
the recovery of the original signal s based on the knowledge of:
1)
2)
3)
4)

the reliable data yr ,
the support of the missing data (or, equivalently, Mr ),
additional information about the observed signal,
and, optionaly, information about the missing data (e.g. in the
case of clipping below).

As in many audio processing tasks and similarly to patch-based
image processing, the signal can be locally modeled and processed:
it is segmented into frames; each frame is then inpainted; the full
restored signal is finally synthesized using an overlap-add method.
Thus, the above global formulation of the inpainting problem can be
straightforwardly translated locally at the frame level.
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B. Audio Inpainting Problems
We propose several scenarios or Problems in which new inpainting algorithms can be compared against existing ones. They are
related to speech or music restoration in different applications.
1) Isolate-sample-to-large-hole Problem: audio signals are degraded by periodically removing Nmiss samples and performance are
assessed as a function of Nmiss . Small values of Nmiss represent the
click removal problem while large values of Nmiss are simulating the
packet loss concealment problem.
2) Missing-sample-topology Problem: for a fixed number of missing samples Nmiss in a frame, a segments of b consecutive missing
samples must be inpainted, where a × b = Nmiss . The performance
is then reported as a function of the hole size b.
3) Declipping Problem: the missing samples are those beyond the
clipping level θclip , such that the observation at time t is yr (t) = s (t)
if |s (t)| < θclip , yr (t) = sign (s (t)) θclip otherwise.
III. BASELINE D ICTIONARIES AND S OLVERS
We propose sparsity-based approaches to address the Audio Inpainting problems described in Section II-B. Two dictionaries known
to provide good models for audio waveforms are used: a discrete
cosine transform dictionary, where phases are locked, and a freephase Gabor dictionary. As a Solver, the inpainting version of the
OMP algorithm is used to inpaint audio frames. We propose an
enhancement for audio declipping, where the missing samples are
constrained to have an amplitude beyond the clipping level.
IV. M ATERIAL FOR REPRODUCIBLE RESEARCH
For reproducible-research purposes, we provided GPL Matlab code
and Creative Commons data related to the presented works and
arranged in a Problems/Dictionaries/Solvers architecture as in [3]:
• a series of Problems described in Section II-B, including experiment generation, result display and speech and music datasets;
• an analysis/synthesis scheme to address the Problems by just
inserting any frame-level inpainting solver (see Section II-A);
• the Dictionaries and Solvers proposed in Section III.
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